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ABSTRACT
We study the relation between stellar rotation and magnetic activity for a sample of 134
bright, nearby M dwarfs observed in the Kepler Two-Wheel (K2) mission during campaigns
C0–C4. The K2 light curves yield photometrically derived rotation periods for 97 stars
(79 of which without previous period measurement), as well as various measures for ac-
tivity related to cool spots and flares. We find a clear difference between fast and slow rotators
with a dividing line at a period of ∼10 d at which the activity level changes abruptly. All
photometric diagnostics of activity (spot cycle amplitude, flare peak amplitude and residual
variability after subtraction of spot and flare variations) display the same dichotomy, pointing
to a quick transition between a high-activity mode for fast rotators and a low-activity mode for
slow rotators. This unexplained behaviour is reminiscent of a dynamo mode-change seen in
numerical simulations that separates a dipolar from a multipolar regime. A substantial number
of the fast rotators are visual binaries. A tentative explanation is accelerated disc evolution
in binaries leading to higher initial rotation rates on the main sequence and associated longer
spin-down and activity lifetimes. We combine the K2 rotation periods with archival X-ray and
UV data. X-ray, FUV and NUV detections are found for 26, 41, and 11 stars from our sample,
respectively. Separating the fast from the slow rotators, we determine for the first time the
X-ray saturation level separately for early- and for mid-M stars.
Key words: stars: activity – stars: flare – stars: late-type – stars: rotation – ultraviolet: stars –
X-rays: stars.
1 IN T RO D U C T I O N
Together with convection, rotation is the main driver of stellar dy-
namos and ensuing magnetic activity phenomena (e.g. Kosovichev,
de Gouveia Dal Pino & Yan 2013). In a feedback mechanism, mag-
netic fields are responsible for the spin-evolution of stars; during
part of the pre-main-sequence phase the magnetic field couples the
star to its accretion disc dictating angular momentum transfer (Bou-
vier et al. 2014) and during the main-sequence phase magnetized
winds remove angular momentum leading to spin-down (Kawaler
1988; Matt et al. 2015). Rotation and magnetic fields are, therefore,
intimately linked and play a fundamental role in stellar evolution.
Magnetic field strength and topology can be measured through
Zeeman broadening and polarization, respectively. Collecting the
required optical high-resolution (polarimetric) spectroscopic obser-
vations is time-consuming, and each of these techniques can be
applied only to stars with a limited range of rotation rates (e.g.
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Donati & Landstreet 2009; Vidotto et al. 2014). However, how the
stellar dynamo and the spin-evolution are linked can be addressed
by measuring both magnetic activity and rotation rate across evo-
lutionary time-scales. While the activity–age relation is a proxy
for the evolution of the stellar dynamo, the rotation–age relation
discriminates between models of angular momentum evolution.
In a seminal work by Skumanich (1972), the age decay of both
activity and rotation of solar-type stars was established by extrapo-
lating between the age of the oldest known open cluster (600 Myr)
and the Sun (4.5 Gyr). Unfortunately, stellar ages are notoriously
difficult to assess. Therefore, the direct relation between rotation
and activity – observed first some decades ago (e.g. Pallavicini
et al. 1981; Vilhu 1984) – has widely substituted studies which
involve age-estimates. The early works cited above have used spec-
troscopic measurements as measure for stellar rotation (v sin i), and
carry intrinsic ambiguities related to the unknown inclination angle
of the stars. Stellar rotation rates are best derived from the periodic
brightness variations induced by cool star-spots moving across the
line of sight, which can be directly associated with the rotation
period. In more recent studies of the rotation–activity connection,
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photometrically measured rotation periods have proven more useful
than v sin i (e.g. Pizzolato et al. 2003; Wright et al. 2011). Espe-
cially, for M dwarfs ‘saturation’ sets in at relatively small values of
v sin i due to their small radii and it is hard to probe the slow-rotator
regime with spectroscopic rotation measurements.
Theory predicts a qualitative change of the dynamo mechanism
at the transition into the fully convective regime (SpT ∼ M3;
Stassun et al. 2011). Fully convective stars lack the tachocline in
which solar-like α-dynamos originate. Alternative field genera-
tion mechanisms must be at work: a turbulent dynamo was pro-
posed by Durney, De Young & Roxburgh (1993) but it is expected
to generate only small-scale fields, in contrast to recent results from
Zeeman–Doppler imaging (ZDI) which have shown evidence for
large-scale dipolar fields in some fully convective stars (Morin et al.
2008, 2010). Current studies of field generation in the fully convec-
tive regime are, therefore, concentrating on α2-dynamos (Chabrier
& Ku¨ker 2006). While rotation has no influence on turbulent dy-
namo action, it is considered an important ingredient of mean-field
α2-dynamos. This attributes studies of the rotation dependence of
magnetic activity across the M spectral type (SpT) range a crucial
meaning for understanding fully convective dynamos. Moreover,
while improved spin-down models based on stellar wind simula-
tions have been developed for solar-type stars (Gallet & Bouvier
2013), angular momentum evolution models of M stars are still
controversial (Reiners & Mohanty 2012). Therefore, for the most
abundant type of stars in our Galaxy, both the characteristics of
the stellar dynamo and the angular momentum evolution are still
widely elusive.
Rotation–activity studies have been presented with different di-
agnostics for activity, the most frequently used ones being Hα and
X-ray emission. While Hα measurements are available for larger
samples, especially thanks to surveys such as the Sloan Digital Sky
Survey (SDSS; e.g. West et al. 2004), X-ray emission was shown to
be more sensitive to low activity levels in M dwarfs (Stelzer et al.
2013). The samples for the most comprehensive rotation–activity
studies involving X-ray data have been assembled from a literature
compilation, providing a large number of stars, at the expense of ho-
mogeneity. Wright et al. (2011) discuss a sample of more than 800
late-type stars (SpT FGKM). However, the rotation–activity relation
is not studied separately for M stars, possibly due to a strong bias
towards X-ray luminous stars which affects especially the M stars
as seen from their fig. 5. Overall, the lack of unbiased overlapping
samples with known rotation period and X-ray activity level has
left the X-ray–rotation relation of M stars nearly unconstrained (see
bottom-right panels of figs 5 and 6 in Pizzolato et al. 2003). Studies
with optical emission lines (Hα, Ca II H&K) as activity indicator
have for convenience mostly been coupled with v sin i as rotation
measure because both parameters can be obtained from the same
set of spectra (Browning et al. 2010; Reiners, Joshi & Goldman
2012). Only lately has it become possible to combine Hα data with
photometrically measured M star rotation periods, since a larger
sample of periods have become available from ground-based planet
transit search programmes (West et al. 2015).
M dwarfs have not yet reached a common rotational sequence
even at Gyr-ages, suggesting weaker winds and longer spin-down
time-scales as compared to solar-like stars (Irwin et al. 2011). The
old and slowly rotating M dwarfs generally have low variability
amplitudes resulting from reduced spot coverage and long rota-
tion periods (up to months). From the ground, significant numbers
of field M dwarf rotation periods have recently been measured
(Newton et al. 2016). However, the sample of their study comprises
only very low mass stars (R∗ ≤ 0.33 R) and seems to be incom-
plete in terms of the period detection efficiency (Irwin et al. 2011).
The Kepler mission (Borucki et al. 2010) with its ability to provide
high-precision, long and uninterrupted photometric light curves has
led to the detection of rotation periods in >2000 field M dwarfs
(McQuillan, Aigrain & Mazeh 2013; Nielsen et al. 2013; McQuil-
lan, Mazeh & Aigrain 2014), a multiple of the number known
before. Interesting findings of this Kepler-study are (i) the evidence
for a bimodal distribution of rotation periods for M dwarfs with
Prot = 0.4–70 d and (ii) the fact that the envelope for the slowest
observed rotation periods shifts towards progressively larger peri-
ods for stars with mass below ∼0.5 M. How these features in the
rotational distribution are connected to stellar activity has not yet
been examined. Most of the Kepler stars are too distant for detailed
characterization in terms of magnetic activity diagnostics. However,
the Kepler Two-Wheel (K2) mission is ideally suited to study both
rotation and activity for nearby M stars.
Since 2014 March, with its two remaining reaction wheels, the
Kepler spacecraft is restricted to observations in the ecliptic plane
changing the pointing direction every ∼80 d (Howell et al. 2014).
With special data processing correcting for the spacecraft’s pointing
drift, the photometric precision of K2 is similar to that achieved
by the preceding fully functional Kepler mission (Vanderburg &
Johnson 2014). A great number of field M dwarfs have been selected
as K2 targets with the goal of detecting planet transits. Several lists
of planet candidates have already been published (e.g. Foreman-
Mackey et al. 2015; Montet et al. 2015; Vanderburg et al. 2016),
and some interesting planet systems have already been validated,
including objects from the target list of this study (see Section 7.8).
In our programme to study the M star rotation–activity connec-
tion, we limit the sample to nearby, bright M stars which provide
the largest signal to noise in the K2 light curves and are most likely
to be detectable at the high energies that are the best probes of
magnetic activity. We derive from the K2 mission data both rotation
periods and various diagnostics of magnetic activity, and we com-
bine this with X-ray and UV activity from past and present space
missions (ROSAT, XMM–Newton, GALEX). As mentioned above,
X-ray wavelengths have proven to be more sensitive to low activ-
ity levels in M dwarfs than optical emission lines. Moreover, both
X-rays and UV photons are known to have a strong impact on close-
in planets, providing another motivation for characterizing the high-
energy emission of these stars. Given the high occurrence rate of
terrestrial planets in the habitable zone of M dwarfs (∼50 per cent
according to Kopparapu 2013), a substantial number of the stars we
survey may soon be found to host potentially habitable worlds.
The importance of stellar magnetic activity for exoplanet studies
is twofold. First, star-spots and chromospheric structures introduce
noise in measured radial velocity (RV) curves, so-called RV ‘jitter’,
which depends strongly on the properties of the spots (Andersen
& Korhonen 2015). The spectra collected to perform RV measure-
ments can also be used to model star-spots (see e.g. Donati et al.
2015). However, since it is an impossible task to measure the spot
distribution for every potentially interesting star, relations between
star-spot characteristics and other activity diagnostics such as UV
or X-ray emission – if applied to statistical samples – can provide
useful estimates of the expected RV noise. Secondly, as mentioned
above, the stellar X-ray and UV emission is crucial for the evolution
and the photochemistry of planet atmospheres. While the magnetic
activity of the star may erode the atmospheres of planets formed
in close orbits (e.g. Penz & Micela 2008), it may by the same
effect remove the gaseous envelopes of planets migrated inwards
from beyond the snow line and render them habitable (Luger et al.
2015). Until recently, photochemical models for planets around
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Table 1. Target list for K2 Campaign C0–C4 with stellar parameters.
EPIC ID Campaign CNS-name Kp V J Ks d M∗ R∗ log Lbol Teff SpT
(mag) (mag) (mag) (mag) (pc) (M) (R) (L) (K)
202059188a C0 14.70 14.32 ± 0.05 9.88 ± 0.02 9.04 ± 0.02 22.0 0.27 ± 0.01 0.27 ± 0.01 −2.13 ± 0.04 3181 ± 80 M4.5
202059192 C0 13.10 13.09 ± 0.02 9.99 ± 0.02 9.15 ± 0.02 59.9 0.59 ± 0.01 0.56 ± 0.02 −1.23 ± 0.03 3712 ± 80 M1.0
202059193 C0 12.50 12.42 ± 0.03 9.54 ± 0.02 8.71 ± 0.02 57.2 0.65 ± 0.02 0.63 ± 0.02 −1.08 ± 0.03 3835 ± 82 M0.0
202059195 C0 G 103-029 14.70 14.18 ± 0.06 9.95 ± 0.02 9.07 ± 0.02 25.9 0.31 ± 0.01 0.31 ± 0.01 −1.99 ± 0.05 3306 ± 81 M4.0
202059198 C0 11.60 11.62 ± 0.02 8.48 ± 0.06 7.65 ± 0.02 29.2 0.58 ± 0.02 0.55 ± 0.02 −1.26 ± 0.05 3724 ± 99 M1.0
202059199 C0 LP 420-6 12.60 12.60 ± 0.02 9.06 ± 0.02 8.22 ± 0.03 28.6 0.47 ± 0.01 0.45 ± 0.02 −1.53 ± 0.03 3533 ± 83 M2.5
202059203 C0 LP 362-257 14.10 13.64 ± 0.03 9.71 ± 0.02 8.81 ± 0.02 28.5 0.38 ± 0.01 0.37 ± 0.01 −1.79 ± 0.03 3414 ± 79 M3.0
aPotential contamination by companion star in binary (see Appendix B).
bMKs slightly outside the range of calibrated values (see the text in Section 3).
cThis star (Gl 852B) is not considered further because we assign the rotation and activity to the primary (Gl 852A) in the unresolved binary.
The full table is available in the electronic edition of the journal.
M dwarfs relied exclusively on the observed UV properties of a
single strongly active star, AD Leo (Segura et al. 2005). Lately,
Rugheimer et al. (2015) have modelled the effect of an M star ra-
diation field on exoplanet atmospheres based on the Hubble Space
Telescope (HST) UV spectra of six exoplanet host stars (France
et al. 2013). These stars are apparently only weakly active, as none
of them displays Hα emission. Yet their HST spectra show hot
emission lines proving the presence of a chromosphere and tran-
sition region. The lower limit of the chromospheric UV flux and
its dependence on stellar parameters has not been constrained so
far. Similarly, on the high end of the activity range, with exceptions
such as AD Leo (e.g. Sanz-Forcada & Micela 2002; Crespo-Chaco´n
et al. 2006), the frequencies and luminosities of flares on M dwarfs
are still largely unknown.
There has been significant recent progress in studies of M dwarf
flares based on data from the main Kepler mission (Ramsay et al.
2013; Davenport et al. 2014; Hawley et al. 2014; Lurie et al. 2015).
The time resolution of 1 min obtained in the Kepler short-cadence
(SC) data proves essential for catching small events, adding to the
completeness of the observed flare distributions and enabling the
examination of flare morphology. The drawback is that these results
are limited to individual objects or a very small group of bright
stars. The K2 mission gives access to much larger samples of bright
M dwarfs, for which we can examine the relation between flaring
and rotation in a statistical way, albeit at lower cadence. In this work
we establish, to our knowledge for the first time, a direct connection
between white-light flaring and stellar rotation rate.
As described above, the sample selection is the key to success in
constraining the rotation–activity relation of M dwarfs. We present
our sample in Section 2. In Section 3, we derive the stellar param-
eters. This is necessary in order to investigate the dependence of
rotation and activity on effective temperature (Teff) and mass (M∗),
and to compute commonly used activity indices which consist of
normalizing the magnetically induced emission (X-ray, UV, etc.) to
the bolometric luminosity. We then describe the analysis of K2 data
involving the detection of flares and rotation periods (Section 4),
archival X-ray (Section 5) and UV (Section 6) data. We present our
results in Section 7. The implications are discussed in Section 8,
and we provide a summary in Section 9.
2 SA MPLE
This work is based on all bright and nearby M dwarfs from the
Superblink proper motion catalogue by Le´pine & Gaidos (2011,
henceforth LG11) observed within the K2 mission’s campaigns
C0–C4. The Superblink catalogue comprises an All-Sky list of
8889 M dwarfs (SpT K7–M7) brighter than J = 10, within a
few tens of parsec. Many other programmes focusing on M stars
are carried out within the K2 mission, and rotation periods have
been measured for more than a thousand M stars during the main
Kepler mission (McQuillan et al. 2013). However, a careful sample
selection comprising stars with already known or easily accessi-
ble magnetic activity characteristics is mandatory to nail down the
rotation–activity relation. The majority of the Kepler stars are too
distant (>200 pc) and, therefore, too faint for the ROSAT All-Sky
Survey, the main source for X-ray studies of widely dispersed sam-
ples. The proper-motion-selected M stars of the LG11 catalogue are
much closer and consequently brighter, facilitating the detection of
both rotation periods and X-ray and UV emission.
A total of 134 Superblink M dwarfs have been observed in K2
campaigns C0–C4. Henceforth, we will refer to these objects as the
‘K2 Superblink M star sample’. The target list is given in Table 1. We
list the identifier from the EPIC catalogue, the campaign in which
the object was observed, the designation from the Third Catalog
of Nearby Stars (CNS 3; Gliese & Jahreiß 1991), magnitudes in
the Kepler band and further parameters, the calculation of which is
described in the next section.
3 FU N DA M E N TA L ST E L L A R PA R A M E T E R S
We derive physical parameters of the K2 Superblink M stars (ef-
fective temperature, mass, radius, and bolometric luminosity) by
adopting empirical and semi-empirical calibrations from Mann et al.
(2015), which are based on the colour indices V−J and J−H, and
on the absolute magnitude in the 2 MASS K band, MKS . The cal-
ibrations of Mann et al. (2015) are valid for dwarf stars, and can
be expected to hold for the K2 Superblink M star sample which
has been cleaned by LG 11 from contaminating giants. Due to
a press error some wrong values appeared in the tables of Mann
et al. (2015). We use here the correct values reported in the erratum
(Mann et al. 2016). Stellar magnitudes and their uncertainties are
obtained from the UCAC4 catalogue (Zacharias et al. 2013) which
provides 2MASS near-IR photometry and V-band magnitudes from
The AAVSO Photometric All Sky Survey (APASS; Henden & Munari
2014). These latter ones are more accurate and have significantly
better precision than the V-band magnitudes given in LG 11. For the
six stars with no V magnitude in UCAC4, we found measurements
in Data Release 9 of the APASS catalogue.1
1 https://www.aavso.org/apass (Henden et al. 2016)
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Figure 1. Calibration of the linear relation between absolute KS magnitude,
MKS , and V − J colour obtained from a sample of 1078 M dwarfs with
measured trigonometric parallax in LG11 (black circles). Our best-fitting
model is represented by a red solid line. The residuals have a scatter of
0.56 mag.
We derive an empirical linear calibration to calculate MKS for our
sample, using a list of 1078 M dwarfs with apparent KS magnitude
from UCAC 4 and trigonometric parallax in LG 11. This allows
us to obtain estimates for MKs independent on the trigonometric
parallax which is available for only 27 stars in our sample. The
best linear least-squares fit to the data is obtained through a Monte
Carlo analysis. This approach provides more realistic errors than
simple least-squares fitting because the uncertainties are derived
from posterior distributions of the parameters and take into account
all the errors affecting the measurements.
Specifically, we generate 10 000 synthetic samples (each com-
posed of 1078 stars) drawing V − J and MKS randomly from 2D
normal distributions with mean equal to the observed values and
standard deviation (henceforth STD) equal to the uncertainties. We
then fit to each of the 10 000 representations a straight line with
the IDL2 FITEXY routine, assuming for each simulated point the
original errors in both variables. The best-fitting relation is then
defined by the median values and STD of the a posteriori Monte
Carlo distribution for the coefficients in the linear fit, given by
MKS = 0.49(±0.02) + 1.539(±0.006) · (V − J ). (1)
The residuals of this solution, which is applicable in the range
1.54 < V − J < 6.93, show an rms of 0.56 mag. In Fig. 1, we show
this relation overplotted on the observed data.
All other stellar parameters and their uncertainties are calculated
in the same manner through a Monte Carlo analysis. In particular, the
stellar effective temperatures (Teff) are obtained from the calibration
relation which uses V − J and J − H (equation 7 in Mann et al. 2015),
while radii (R∗) and masses (M∗) are calculated from relations with
MKS (equations 4 and 10 in Mann et al. 2015, respectively), and
the bolometric correction BCK is derived through a third-degree
polynomial with V − J as independent variable (presented in table
3 of Mann et al. 2015).
Thus, we first generate for each star a sample of 10 000 synthetic
V − J, J − H, and MKS data sets drawn from normal distributions
with mean and sigma equal to the observed value and its error.
Then we apply to each star the above-mentioned calibrations from
2 IDL is a product of the Exelis Visual Information Solutions, Inc.
Mann et al. (2015). The best estimate of each parameter (Teff, R∗,
M∗ and BCK) is then obtained as the median value of the corre-
sponding a posteriori distribution, with its STD assumed as the
uncertainty.
To provide conservative estimates of the stellar parameters, the
uncertainties representing the scatter of the relations of Mann et al.
(2015, see Tables 1–3 therein) are propagated into the Monte Carlo
process. Specifically, for Teff we consider the scatter in the difference
between the predicted and the spectroscopically observed tempera-
ture (48 K), and the typical uncertainty on the spectroscopic value
of Teff (60 K) adding both in quadrature, while for BCK we con-
sider the uncertainty of 0.036 mag. These additional uncertainties
are taken into account in the Monte Carlo analysis when drawing
randomly the samples. For radius and mass, Mann et al. (2015)
provide relative uncertainties of 2.89 and 1.8 per cent, respectively.
These values are calculated from the median values of our posterior
distributions for R∗ and M∗ and are then added in quadrature to
their STD.
Mann et al. (2015) argue that some of the above-mentioned re-
lations for the stellar parameters can be improved by including
an additional term involving metallicity ([Fe/H]). We found [Fe/H]
measurements in the literature (Newton et al. 2014) for only six stars
from the K2 Superblink M star sample, and we verified for these
objects that the radii and temperatures derived by taking account of
[Fe/H] (equations 5 and 6 in Mann et al. 2015) are compatible with
our estimates described above.
From BCK and MKS we calculate the absolute bolometric mag-
nitudes of our sample, which are then converted into luminosities
assuming the absolute bolometric magnitude of the Sun is Mbol,  =
4.7554. We note, that the distances we infer from our MKs values and
the observed Ks magnitudes are systematically larger, on average
by about ∼25 per cent, than the photometric distances presented
by LG11 for the same stars. For the 27 stars with trigonometric
parallax in the literature (LG11; Dittmann et al. 2014) our newly
derived photometric distances are in excellent agreement with the
trigonometric distances. In the near future, Gaia measurements will
provide the ultimate and accurate distances for all K2 Superblink
M stars. In the meantime, as corroborated by the comparison to
trigonometric parallaxes, our estimates, which are based on the
most accurate photometry available to date, can be considered as a
fairly reliable guess on the distances.
All stars in the K2 Superblink M star sample have a photometric
estimate of the SpT in LG 11, based on an empirical relation of SpT
with V − J colour which was calibrated with SDSS spectra. Since
we use here the higher precision UCAC 4 V-band magnitudes, for
consistency with our calculation of the other stellar parameters, we
derive an analogous relation between V − J and SpT. To this end,
we make use of 1173 stars classified as K7 or M-type dwarfs by
Le´pine et al. (2013) based on spectroscopy. We group the stars in
bins of 0.5 spectral subclasses, with K7 corresponding to −1, M0
to 0, and so on until M4.5, which is the last sub-type for which
we have enough stars in the calibration sample for a useful fit. We
calculate the mean and STD of V − J for each SpT bin, and notice
that the data can be fitted with a combination of two straight lines for
the ranges [K7,M2] and [M2,M4.5] (see Fig. 2). Our fit, performed
through a Monte Carlo procedure as described above, results in the
relations
V − J = 2.822(±0.067) + 0.285(±0.061) · SpT (2)
V − J = 2.53(±0.29) + 0.432(±0.093) · SpT (3)
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Table 2. Rotation and activity parameters derived from the K2 light curves. The full table is available in the
electronic version of the journal.
EPIC ID Prot Method Flag R0 Rper Sph
(d) (per cent) (ppm)
202059188 0.69 LS Y 0.01 2.754 10 520.9
202059192 35.22 SINE Y 0.78 0.559 1844.1
202059193 19.01 LS ? 0.42 0.469 1161.4
202059195 42.46 SINE Y 0.63 1.814 6447.7
202059198 27.31 LS Y 0.61 0.883 2802.3
202059199 – – N – 0.877 2508.0
202059203 – – N – 0.273 635.6
202059204 7.89 ACF Y 0.18 2.760 8494.3
Table 3. X-ray parameters derived from archival data. For stars with mul-
tiple detections the mean X-ray luminosity is given. Sepx,opt are the separa-
tions between X-ray and K2-EPIC position.
EPIC ID log Lx Sepx, opt Ref.cat
(erg s−1) (arcsec)
202059204 28.6 ± 0.2 6.2, 6.2 BSC, BSC
202059229 29.2 ± 0.2 2.9, 2.9 BSC, BSC
202059231 28.2 ± 0.3 13.3, 13.3 FSC, FSC
201482319 28.2 ± 0.2 7.6, 14.0 BSC, 2RXP
201518346 26.8 ± 0.2 7.2, 10.8 2RXP, BSC
201675315 27.1 ± 0.2 1.4, 1.4 3XMM, 3XMM
201806997 29.4 ± 0.2 6.8, 6.8 BSC, BSC
201917390 28.5 ± 0.2 8.4, 29.1 BSC, XMMSL
201842163 28.5 ± 0.2 22.8, 22.8 BSC, BSC
201909533 28.8 ± 0.2 2.8, 2.8 BSC, BSC
202571062 29.5 ± 0.2 13.0, 5.6 XMMSL1, XMMSL2
204927969 28.1 ± 0.2 2.3, 2.3 BSC, BSC
204957517 27.8 ± 0.2 1.0, 1.0 2RXP, 2RXP
205467732 27.4 ± 0.3 8.9, 8.9 FSC, FSC
205913009 26.1 ± 0.2 0.6, 0.6 3XMM, 3XMM
206019392 26.2 ± 0.2 0.3, 9.0 3XMM, 2RXP
206208968 28.8 ± 0.2 18.3, 18.3 BSC, BSC
206262336 28.5 ± 0.2 13.4, 13.4 BSC, BSC
206349327 28.7 ± 0.3 2.2, 2.2 BSC, BSC
210434976 28.4 ± 0.2 26.3, 26.3 BSC, BSC
210500368 27.9 ± 0.3 0.8, 0.8 3XMM, 3XMM
210613397 29.4 ± 0.2 11.0, 11.0 BSC, BSC
210651981 28.7 ± 0.2 8.2, 12.5 XMMSL, BSC
210707811 28.3 ± 0.3 18.3, 18.3 FSC, FSC
210741091 28.7 ± 0.2 6.0, 10.7 2RXP2, 2RXP1
211111803 28.7 ± 0.3 17.8, 17.8 FSC, FSC
which are valid for 2.5 ≤ V − J ≤ 3.4 and 3.4 ≤ V − J ≤ 4.5, for
the hotter (equation 2) and cooler (equation 3) SpT, respectively.
We use this calibration to classify the K2 Superblink M star sample,
by rounding the results of the linear relations to the closest spectral
subtype. Nine K2 Superblink M stars have V − J colours slightly
beyond the boundaries for which we calibrated equations (2) and
(3) and we extrapolate the relations at the ends to SpT K5 and M5,
respectively. No star deviates by more than 0.5 spectral subclasses
from equations (2) and (3). The spectroscopically determined SpT
from the literature, which are available for roughly three dozens
of the K2 Superblink M stars, are in excellent agreement with our
values (see Reid et al. 2004; Reiners et al. 2012; Le´pine et al. 2013).
In Table 1, we provide the photometry (Kepler magnitude Kp,
V, J, and Ks), the distances obtained from the absolute K-band
Figure 2. Calibration of the relation between SpT and V − J obtained
from a sample of 1173 M dwarfs with spectroscopically determined SpT in
Le´pine et al. (2013). We fit the data with two straight lines (red solid lines),
one for stars with subtypes earlier than M2 and the other one for those with
subtypes later than M2.
magnitude, the fundamental parameters (M∗, R∗, log Lbol and Teff)
and the SpT derived as described above. The few stars with MKs
slightly more than 3σ smaller than the lower boundary of the cal-
ibrated range (4.6 < MKs < 9.8) are flagged with an asterisk in
Table 1.
Stars for which the K2 photometry – and in some cases also
the optical/IR photometry used by us to calculate the stellar pa-
rameters – comprises a potential contribution from a close binary
companion are discussed in detail in the Appendix B. These stars
are also highlighted in Table 1 and flagged in all figures where
relevant. The Gl 852 AB binary is represented in our target list
by two objects (EPIC 206262223 and EPIC 206262336) but they
are not resolved in the K2 aperture,3 i.e. only the combined light
curve of both stars is at our disposition. We compute the stellar
parameters for both components in the binary using the individual
V magnitudes from Reid et al. (2004); then we assign the rotational
parameters and the X-ray/UV emission to the brighter, more mas-
sive star (EPIC 206262336) and we do not consider the secondary
(EPIC 206262223) any further.
3 Our analysis relies on the data reduction performed by A.Vanderburg; see
Section 4.
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The rotation–activity relation of M dwarfs 1849
Figure 3. Distribution of SpT and masses for the K2 Superblink M star sample observed in campaigns C0–C4. Negative indices denote SpT earlier than M,
where the value −1 stands for K7. See the text in Section 3 for details.
The distributions of SpT and mass for the K2 Superblink M
star sample are shown in Fig. 3. Covering SpT K5–M5 (masses
between about 0.2 and 0.9 M), this is an excellent data base for
investigating the connection between rotation and activity across
the fully convective boundary (SpT ∼M3/M4).
4 K 2 DATA A NA LY SIS
We base our analysis of K2 time series mostly on the light
curves made publicly available by A.Vanderburg (see Vanderburg &
Johnson 2014, and Section 4.1). We use the ‘corrected’ fluxes in
which the features and trends resulting from the satellite pointing
instability have been eliminated. All stars of the K2 Superblink M
star sample have been observed in long-cadence (LC) mode with
time resolution of tLC = 29.4 min. Nine stars have in addition SC
data available (tSC = 1 min). In the following, where not explicitly
stated, we refer to the LC data.
Our analysis comprises both the measurement of rotation periods
and an assessment of photometric activity indicators. In particular,
the identification of flares is of prime value both for activity studies
and for obtaining a ‘cleaned’ light curve allowing us to perform
more accurate diagnostics on the rotation cycle, e.g. its amplitude.
The main limitation of the LC data is the difficulty in identifying
short-duration flares, as a result of poor temporal resolution com-
bined with the presence of some residual artefacts from instrumental
effects in the light curves that have not been removed in the K2 data
reduction pipeline. However, in this work we aim at elaborating
trends between activity and rotation, and for this purpose complete-
ness of the flare sample is less important than having statistically
meaningful numbers of stars.
Rotation and activity diagnostics are determined with an itera-
tive process in which we identify ‘outliers’ in the K2 light curves.
This involves removing any slowly varying signal by subtracting a
smoothed light curve from the original data. The appropriate width
of the boxcar in the smoothing process depends on the time-scale of
the variation to be approximated, i.e. on the length of the rotational
cycle. Therefore, we start the analysis with a first-guess period
search on the original, corrected light curve. We use three methods
to determine rotation periods which are laid out in Section 4.4. Be-
fore presenting the details of our period search we describe how we
prepare the light curves and how we extract the flares and ‘clean’
the corrected light curves further, thus removing both astrophysical
flare events and residual noise from the data reduction.
4.1 Data preparation
We download the light curves reduced and made publicly avail-
able by A. Vanderburg.4 The data reduction steps are described
by Vanderburg & Johnson (2014). In short, the authors extracted
raw photometry from K2 images by aperture photometry. The vari-
ability in the resulting light curves is dominated by a zigzag-like
pattern introduced by the instability of the satellite pointing and
its correction with help of spacecraft thruster fires taking place ap-
proximately every 6 h. This artificial variability can be removed by
a ‘self-flat fielding’ process described in detail by Vanderburg &
Johnson (2014). We base our analysis on these ‘corrected’ or ‘de-
trended’ light curves to which we apply some additional corrections
described below.
Upon visual inspection of each individual corrected light curve,
we notice some flux jumps. As explained by A.Vanderburg in his
data release notes5 such offsets can arise due to the fact that he
divides the light curves in pieces and performs the data reduction
separately on each individual section. In stars with long-term vari-
ations these offsets are clearly seen to be an artefact of the data
reduction, and we remove them by applying a vertical shift to the
light curve rightwards of the feature. Note that, since the absolute
fluxes are irrelevant for our analysis it does not matter which side is
used as the baseline for the normalization. While such flux jumps
are evident in light curves with slow variations, for stars with short
periods it is much more difficult to identify such systematic offsets
and even if they are identified it is impossible to perform the nor-
malization without a priori knowledge of the (periodic) variation
pattern. However, since such short-period light curves comprise
many rotational cycles, the period search is much less sensitive to
such residual artefacts than it is for long-period light curves.
In a second step, we remove all cadences in which the satellite
thrusters were on (and the telescope was moving). The thruster fires
are shorter than the cadence of observations in LC mode such that
each of the corresponding gaps regards a single data point. Several
light curves have spikes and decrements produced by incomplete
background removal or individual null values among the fluxes.
We identify such obvious artefacts by visual inspection of each
4 The reduced K2 light curves were downloaded from https://www.cfa.
harvard.edu/∼avanderb/k2.html.
5 The technical reports on the detrending process carried out by
A.Vanderburg are accessible at https://www.cfa.harvard.edu/∼avanderb/
k2.html.
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Figure 4. Examples of light curves illustrating the procedure applied to identify flares. Data points identified as flares are indicated, as well as other outlying
points, according to the procedure described in Section 4.2.
individual light curve and remove the respective data points. We
then fill all gaps in the K2 light curves, i.e. all data points sepa-
rated by multiples of tLC, by interpolation on the neighbouring
data points. Evenly spaced data is required for the autocorrelation
function (ACF), one of the methods we use for the period search
(see Section 4.4.1). We add Gaussian noise to the interpolated data
points. To avoid that the width of the distribution from which the
errors are drawn is dominated by the rotational variation we use
only the nearest data points to the right and to the left of the gap to
define mean and sigma of the Gaussian.
4.2 Identification of flares
Then we start the iterative flare search and cleaning process. Our
approach is similar to the methods presented in previous systematic
Kepler flare studies (Hawley et al. 2014, and subsequent papers
of that series). Specifically, our procedure consists in (i) boxcar
smoothing of the light curve, (ii) subtraction of the smoothed from
the original light curve (i.e. removal of the rotational signal), and
(iii) flagging and removal of all data points which deviate by more
than a chosen threshold from the subtracted curve. We repeat this
procedure three times with successively smaller width of the boxcar.
Subsequently, the removed cadences are regenerated by interpola-
tion and addition of white noise as described above. This provides
a light curve that is free from flares (henceforth referred to as the
‘cleaned’ light curve). When subtracted from the original corrected
data, the result is a flat light curve (henceforth referred to as the
‘flattened’ light curve) in which the rotational variation has been
removed and the dominating variations are flares, eclipses and arte-
facts.
A significant fraction of the data points that have been removed
in the above σ -clipping process are isolated cadences. Such events
are found both as up- and downward excursions in the flattened
light curves. The number of upward outliers is for most light curves
much larger than the number of downward outliers, suggesting that
many of these events are genuine flares. However, we assume here a
conservative approach aimed at avoiding counting spurious events
as flare. Therefore, we select all groups of at least two consecutive
upwards deviating data points as flare candidates. In practice, this
means that the minimum duration of the recognized flares is ∼1 h
(two times the cadence of 29.4 min). Note, that as a result of the
sigma-clipping, all flare peaks (Fpeak) have a minimum significance
of 3σ , as measured with respect to the mean and STD of the flattened
light curve from which outliers have been removed, which is defined
and further discussed in Section 4.3. Finally, we require that Fpeak
must be at least twice the flux of the last of the data points defining
the flare (Flast). As shown below, this last criterion removes ‘flat-
topped’ events from our list of bona-fide flares which we trust less
than ‘fast-decay’ events given the possibility of residual artefacts
from the data acquisition and reduction.
A zoom into two examples of LC light curves with flares is shown
in Fig. 4 and illustrates our flare search algorithm. The lower panel
shows the original, detrended light curve and overlaid (in red) the
smoothed light curve. The upper panel shows the result from the
subtraction of these two curves, i.e. the flattened light curve. We
highlight data points identified as outliers (open circles), and data
points that belong to bona-fide flares (filled circles). The example on
the right demonstrates the inability of recognizing short flares with
our detection procedure. SC data from the main Kepler mission have
shown that many flares on active M stars are, in fact, significantly
shorter than 1 h (see e.g. Hawley et al. 2014). SC light curves are
available for nine stars from the K2 Superblink M star sample. The
analysis of SC light curves will be described elsewhere. In this
work, we use the SC data only as a cross-check on the quality of our
flare search criteria applied to the LC data (see below and Fig. 5).
We recall that we aim at a conservative approach, avoiding at best
possible spurious events in the flare sample, because our aim is to
study trends with rotation.
To summarize, the parameters of our flare search algorithm are
(i) the width of the boxcar (adapted individually according to the
first-guess period), (ii) the threshold for outliers identified in the
σ -clipping process (adopted to be 3σ ), (iii) the minimum number
of consecutive data points defining a flare (2), and (iv) the flux ratio
between the flare peak bin and the last flare bin (Fpeak/Flast ≥ 2).
The values for these parameters have been chosen by testing various
combinations of criteria (i)–(iv) with different parameter values and
comparing the results to a by-eye inspection of the ‘flattened’ light
curves. In particular, criterion (iv) is introduced after a comparison
of LC and SC light curves which shows that, generally, the LC
flare candidates correspond to analogous features in the SC data
but in some cases the features are very different from the canonical
flare shape (characterized by fast rise and exponential decay). Fig. 5
demonstrates that with criterion (iv) we de-select such broad events
from the list of bona-fide flares: two flare candidates according to
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Figure 5. Portion of the LC (black) and SC (red) K2 light curve for EPIC 201611969. Flare candidates in LC data according to criteria (i)–(iii) described in
Section 4.2 are marked with large filled circles. On the left a bona-fide flare, on the right a flare candidate which we discard on the basis of its shape (Fpeak/Flast
< 2). The SC light curve has been binned to a cadence of 4 s; any vertical offset is the result of the different analysis for SC and LC data and is irrelevant for
our purpose of comparing the shape of flare candidates.
criterion (i)–(iii) are shown; the event on the left-hand panel is a
bona-fide flare according to criterion (iv) while the event on the
right does not fulfil Fpeak/Flast ≥ 2.
4.3 Residual variability and photometric noise
In Fig. 6, we show the STD of the flattened light curves, Sflat, for two
cases: including and excluding the data points identified as outliers.
The ‘outliers’ comprise flares, transits or eclipses, and artefacts
from the data reduction. Therefore, for the case without outliers
(red circles) the STD is calculated on the residual light curve from
which the known astrophysical sources of variability have been
removed, and it can be expected to represent the noise level in our
data.
In Fig. 6, we compare our STD Sflat to the estimated precision of
K2 light curves provided for campaigns C0 and C1 in the data release
notes of A.Vanderburg (see footnote to Section 4.1). That estimate
Figure 6. STD for the light curves of the Superblink stars after ‘flattening’
by removal of the rotational signal as described in Section 4.2. Kp is the
magnitude in the Kepler band. Sflat is calculated for two data sets: the
full light curve (black circles) and the light curve without all data points
that were identified as outliers during the clipping process (red circles).
Horizontal lines represent the 6 h-precisions for C0 and C1 calculated by
A.Vanderburg (see footnote to Section 4.1) for a sample of cool dwarfs
drawn from different K2 Guest Observer programmes. Stars with a possible
contribution in the K2 photometry from an unresolved binary companion
are highlighted with large annuli.
represents the 6 h-precision based on a sample of cool dwarfs that
is not clearly specified. Our Sflat measurements suggest a somewhat
lower precision for the K2 Superblink M star sample. This might be
due to differences in the definitions. Vanderburgs’s 6 h-precisions
are medians for their sample and the scatter among their stars is
much larger than the factor 2 difference with our Sflat values. Also,
we measure the STD on the full light curve while Vanderburg’s
precisions are based on a running 6 h mean. An alternative expla-
nation for the apparently different photometric precisions could lie
in different activity levels of the two samples, implying residual
fluctuations of astrophysical origin in our ‘noise’. In fact, in Section
7.5 we present evidence that Sflat comprises an astrophysical signal.
Overall, our analysis presented in Fig. 6 confirms the high precision
achieved in K2 light curves with the detrending method applied by
A.Vanderburg.
4.4 Period search
We explore multiple approaches to measure rotation periods on the
K2 data.
4.4.1 Period search on detrended light curves
We apply standard time series analysis techniques, the Lomb Scar-
gle (LS) periodogram and the ACF, to the detrended K2 light curves
made publicly available (see Vanderburg & Johnson 2014). As men-
tioned in Section 4, as a first step we perform the period search di-
rectly on the corrected version of the downloaded light curves with
the purpose of adapting the boxcar width in the course of the search
for flares. We then repeat the period search on the ‘cleaned’ light
curves obtained after the σ -clipping process and the regeneration
of the missing data points through interpolation, i.e. after removal
of the flares and other outliers. The analysis is carried out in the IDL
environment using the SCARGLE and A_CORRELATE routines.
Periodograms and ACFs have already been used successfully to
determine rotation periods in Kepler data (e.g. McQuillan et al.
2013, 2014; Nielsen et al. 2013; Rappaport et al. 2014). As a cross-
check on our procedure, we have downloaded Kepler light curves
from the Mikulski Archive for Space Telescopes6 for some M stars
6 We downloaded the Kepler light curves from the Target Search page at
https://archive.stsci.edu/kepler/kepler_fov/search.php.
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Figure 7. Example of detrended K2 light curve (left-hand panel), ACF and LS periodogram (middle panel), and light curve folded with the ACF period
(right-hand panel).
from the McQuillan et al. (2013) sample and we have verified that
we correctly reproduce the published periods.
Following McQuillan et al. (2013), in our use of the ACF method
we generally identify the rotation period as the time lag, k · tLC
with integer number k, corresponding to the first peak in the ACF.
Subsequent peaks are located at multiples of that period, resulting
in the typical oscillatory behaviour of the ACF. Exceptions are
double-peaked light curves where the ACF presents two sequences
of equidistant peaks (see e.g. Fig. 7). Such light curves point to the
presence of two dominant spots, and we choose the first peak of
the sequence with higher ACF signal as representing the rotation
period. McQuillan et al. (2013) have performed simulations that
demonstrate the typical pattern of the ACF for different effects
in the light curve, such as changing phase and amplitude, double
peaks, and linear trends. All these features are also present in the
K2 data, although less pronounced than in the much longer main
Kepler mission time series examined by McQuillan et al. (2013).
The classical periodogram is based on a Fourier decomposition
of the light curve. In the form presented by Scargle (1982), it can
be applied to unevenly sampled data and is essentially equivalent
to least-squares fitting of sine-waves. Realistic time series deviate
from a sine-curve, and are subject to the effects described above.
This introduces features in the power spectrum. Since the dominat-
ing periodicity in the K2 Superblink stars is reasonably given by the
stellar rotation cycle, the highest peak of the periodogram can be in-
terpreted as representing the rotation period. The LS periodograms
are computed here for a false-alarm probability of 0.01 using the
fast-algorithm of Press & Rybicki (1989).
In Fig. 7, we show an example for a detrended K2 light curve,
its LS periodogram and ACF, and the light curve folded with the
derived period. An atlas with the phase-folded light curves for all
periodic stars is provided in Appendix A.
4.4.2 Period search on un-detrended light curves
As an independent check we derive the stellar rotation periods with
the Systematics-Insensitive periodogram (SIP) algorithm developed
by Angus, Foreman-Mackey & Johnson (2016), that produces pe-
riodograms calculated from the analysis of the raw K2 photometric
time series. For each observing campaign, these are modelled with a
linear combination of a set of 150 ‘eigen light curves’ (ELC), or ba-
sis functions, that describe the systematic trends present in K2 data,
plus a sum of sine and cosine functions over a range of frequencies.7
7 K2 raw and ‘eigen’ light curves were downloaded from http://bbq.
dfm.io/ketu/lightcurves/ and http://bbq.dfm.io/ketu/elcs/.
For each test frequency, the system of linear equations is solved
through a least-square fit to the data. The periodogram power is
determined as described in Angus et al. (2016), by calculating the
squared signal-to-noise ratio (S/N)2 for each frequency. (S/N)2 is
a function of the sine and cosine coefficients (i.e. the amplitudes),
where the frequencies corresponding to amplitudes not well con-
strained by the fit are penalized. The stellar rotation period is finally
calculated as the inverse of the frequency having the highest power.
4.4.3 Sine-fitting of stars with long periods
The techniques described in Sections 4.4.1 and 4.4.2 are limited
to periods shorter than the duration of the K2 campaigns (33 d
for C0 and 70–80 d for the other campaigns). However, by visual
inspection of the light curves, we identify 11 stars with clearly sine-
like variations that exceed the K2 monitoring time baseline. For
these objects, a least-squares fit allows us to constrain the rotation
periods. The fitting was done with the routine CURVE_FIT in the
PYTHON package SCIPY (Jones et al. 2001). As initial guesses for
the parameters we used four times the STD as amplitude, a period
of 30 d, and a phase of 0.0, but the results do not depend on this
choice. For all 11 light curves the routine converges on a unique
solution independent of the choice of the initial guesses for the
parameters. In three cases, the sinecurve provides only a crude
approximation because the light curve is not symmetric around
maximum or minimum and shows signs of spot evolution; in these
cases the results are treated with caution.
4.4.4 Comparison of results from different period
search algorithms
The results of the different period search methods are compared
in Fig. 8. Generally, the LS and the ACF periods are in excellent
agreement.
For further use, based on the agreement between the periods
obtained with the two techniques and considering the appearance
of the phase folded light curve, we adopt either the ACF or the LS
period as rotation period. This selection is made independently by
two members of the team (BS and AS), and the results deviate for
only few stars. For those dubious cases we make use of the SIP
results as cross-check, and we adopt the period (either LS or ACF)
which is in better agreement with the SIP ‘S/N’ period. In addition,
for the 11 stars that have their highest peak in the ACF and LS at
a period corresponding to the length of the data set (Ttot) but for
which visual inspection reveals a clear (sine-like) pattern indicating
a spot-modulation with Prot > Ttot we use the periods from the sine-
fitting. From a comparison of the values obtained with the ACF
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Figure 8. Comparison of the periods derived with the different methods
described in Section 4.4. Reliable periods (green; flag ‘y’ in Table 2), ques-
tionable periods (red; flag ‘?’). Periods equal to or longer than the data
set according to the LS and ACF analysis have been determined through
sine-fitting and are not shown here.
and with the LS periodogram, we estimate the typical error on our
periods to be 3 per cent. The final, adopted periods are given in
Table 2 together with a quality flag and reference to the method
with which it was derived. Flag ‘Y’ stands for reliable periods, ‘?’
for questionable period detections, and ‘N’ for no period. These
periods are obtained from the ‘cleaned’ light curves, but due to the
robustness of the detection techniques they are in agreement (within
<5 per cent) with the periods found on the original, detrended light
curves.
5 X - R AY EM ISSION
We perform a systematic archive search for X-ray observations of
the K2 Superblink M stars. Specifically, we consult the XMM–
Newton Serendipitous Source Catalogue (3XMM-DR5; Rosen
et al. 2016), the XMM–Newton Slew Survey Source Catalogue
(XMMSL1_Delta6; Saxton et al. 2008), the Second ROSAT Source
Catalog of Pointed Observations (2RXP) and the ROSAT Bright
and Faint Source catalogues (BSC and FSC). Our procedure for
cross-matching the K2 targets with these catalogues and for deriv-
ing X-ray fluxes and luminosities follow those described by Stelzer
et al. (2013). That work presented the X-ray and UV emission of
the M dwarfs within 10 pc of the Sun. Although that sample was
drawn from the same catalogue (LG11), there are only two stars
in common with our K2 study because most of the stars that fall
in the K2 fields have distances in the range 20–60 pc. We briefly
summarize the individual analysis steps here and we refer to Stelzer
et al. (2013) for details.
First, in order to ensure that no matches are missed due to the
high proper motion of the most nearby stars (stars at <10 pc have
proper motions of ∼1 arcsec yr−1), the cross-correlation between
the K2 target list and the X-ray catalogues is done after correcting
the object coordinates from the K2 catalogue8 to the date of the
X-ray observation using the proper motions given by LG11. We
then use the following match radii between the X-ray catalogue
positions and the K2 coordinates: 40 arcsec for RASS (Neuha¨user
et al. 1995), 30 arcsec for XMMSL (Saxton et al. 2008), 25 arcsec
for 2RXP (Pfeffermann, Briel & Freyberg 2003) and 10 arcsec
for 3XMM-DR5. With one exception all counterparts have much
smaller separations than the respective cross-correlation radius (see
8 Note, that the coordinates provided in the target lists of the individual K2
campaigns at http://keplerscience.arc.nasa.gov/k2-approved-programs.html
refer to epoch 2000, except for campaign C0 where the coordinates seem to
refer to the date of observation (2014 Mar–May).
Table 3). The only doubtful X-ray counterpart is the XMMSL source
associated with EPIC 201917390. It has a separation close to the
edge of our match circle which – as stated by Saxton et al. (2008)
– is a generous interpretation of the astrometric uncertainty of the
XMMSL. Since the same star is also clearly identified with a RASS
source at an X-ray luminosity within a factor of 2 of the XMMSL
source, we decide to keep the XMMSL counterpart. For all but one
of the X-ray detected stars the rotation period could be determined.
The exception is EPIC 210500368 for which hints for pseudo-
periodic variations in the K2 light curve can be seen by-eye but the
ACF and LS periodograms show no dominant peak.
After the identification of the X-ray counterparts, we compute
their 0.2–2 keV flux assuming a 0.3 keV thermal emission subject
to an absorbing column of NH = 1019 cm−2. The ROSAT count-to-
flux conversion factor is determined with PIMMS9 to be CFROSAT
= 2.03 × 1011 cts erg−1 cm−2 (see also Stelzer et al. 2013) and
we apply it to the count rates given in the 2RXP catalogue, the
BSC and the FSC. For 3XMM-DR5 sources, we use the tabulated
EPIC/pn count rates in bands 1–3 which represent energies of 0.2–
0.5, 0.5–1.0, and 1.0–2.0 keV, respectively. We sum the count rates
in these bands, and perform the flux conversion for the combined
0.2–2.0 keV band. All 3XMM-DR5 counterparts to K2 Superblink
M stars were observed with the EPIC/pn medium filter, and for the
NH and kT given above we find in PIMMS a count-to-flux conversion
factor of CF3XMM-DR5 = 9.22 × 1011 cts erg−1 cm−2. The XMMSL1
catalogue has the three energy bands already combined in columns
‘B5’.
A total of 26 K2 Superblink stars have an X-ray counterpart in
the archival data bases that we have consulted. The X-ray fluxes
obtained as described above are converted to luminosities using
the updated photometric distances of the stars (see Section 3). The
X-ray luminosities are given in Table 3 together with the separa-
tion between X-ray and optical position and the respective X-ray
catalogue. For stars with more than one epoch of X-ray detection,
the luminosities are in agreement within a factor of 2 and we pro-
vide the mean of the two values. The errors of Lx comprise the
uncertainties of the count rates and an assumed 20 per cent error
of the distances which yield roughly comparable contributions to
the error budget. Our assumption on the distance error is moti-
vated by the distance spread between photometric and trigonomet-
ric distances for the subsample with both measurements (described
in Section 3).
6 U LTRAVI OLET EMI SSI ON
To assess the UV activity of the K2 Superblink stars, we cross-match
our target list with the GALEX-DR5 sources from AIS and MIS
(Bianchi et al. 2011). GALEX performed imaging in two UV bands,
far-UV (henceforth FUV; λeff = 1528 Å, λ = 1344–1786 Å) and
near-UV (henceforth NUV; λeff = 2271 Å, λ = 1771–2831 Å).
The All-Sky Survey (AIS) covered ∼85 per cent of the high Galactic
latitude (‖b‖> 20◦) sky to mAB ∼ 21 mag, and the Medium Imaging
Survey (MIS) reached mAB ∼ 23 mag on 1000 deg2 (e.g. Bianchi
2009).
Analogous to our analysis of the X-ray data, we correct the co-
ordinates from the K2 catalogue to the date of the respective UV
observation. We use a match radius of 10 arcsec, but none of the
UV counterparts we identify is further than 3 arcsec from the proper
9 The Portable Interactive Multi-Mission Simulator is accessible at
http://cxc.harvard.edu/toolkit/pimms.jsp.
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motion corrected K2 position. The GALEX-DR5 catalogue provides
NUV and FUV magnitudes which we convert to flux densities using
the zero-points given by Morrissey et al. (2005).
We isolate the chromospheric contribution to the UV emission
from the photospheric part with help of synthetic DUSTY spectra of
Allard et al. (2001), following the procedure described by Stelzer
et al. (2013). We adopt the model spectra with solar metallicity
and log g = 4.5, and we choose for each star that model from the
grid which has Teff closest to the observationally determined value
derived in Section 3. We then obtain the predicted photospheric
UV flux density [(fUVi,ph)λ] in the two GALEX bands (i = NUV,
FUV) from the UV and J-band flux densities of the DUSTY model
(i.e. the synthetic UVi − J colour) and the observed J-band flux
density. The model flux densities in the FUV, NUV and J bands are
determined by convolving the synthetic spectrum with the respective
normalized filter transmission curve. Finally, the FUV and NUV
fluxes are obtained by multiplying (fUVi,ph)λ with the effective band
width of the respective GALEX filter (δλFUV = 268 Å; δλNUV =
732 Å); Morrissey et al. (2007). The expected photospheric fluxes
(fUVi,ph) are then subtracted from the observed ones to yield the
chromospheric fluxes. We refer to these values as ‘UV excess’,
fUVi,exc. Finally, we define the UV activity index as R′UVi =
fUVi,exc
fbol
where fbol is the bolometric flux. The superscript (′) indicates, in the
same manner as for the well-known Ca II H&K index, that the flux
ratio has been corrected for the photospheric contribution.
We find NUV detections for 41 stars from the K2 Superblink
M star sample, i.e. roughly 30 per cent, while only 11 stars
(∼8 per cent) are identified as FUV sources. Stelzer et al. (2013)
have shown that the photospheric contribution to the FUV emission
of M stars is negligible while the fraction of the NUV emission
emitted by the photosphere can be significant. We confirm here for
the K2 Superblink M stars with FUV detections that this emission
is entirely emitted from the chromosphere, i.e. fFUV, ph is orders of
magnitude smaller than the observed FUV flux. The NUV emission
of the K2 Superblink M stars is also only weakly affected by pho-
tospheric contributions with fNUV, ph less than ∼10 per cent of the
observed flux for all stars. In Table 4, we provide the observed FUV
and NUV magnitudes and the calculated chromospheric excess,
LUVi,exc, of all detected objects. The uncertainties for the UV lumi-
nosities comprise the magnitude errors and an assumed 20 per cent
error on the distances (as in Section 5).
7 R ESU LTS
7.1 Period statistics and comparison with the literature
We could determine reliable periods for 75 stars (flag ‘Y’ in Table 2),
and periods with lower confidence are found for 22 stars (flag ‘?’).
12 stars of our sample have a previously reported period based
on the same K2 data in Armstrong et al. (2015). In all but two
cases those periods agree within 1–2 per cent with our values.
The exceptions are EPIC-202059204 for which the light curves
used by us (and produced by A.Vanderburg) show no evidence for
the 5.04 d period provided by Armstrong et al. (2015), and EPIC-
201237257 for which our adopted period is twice the value of 16.2 d
presented by Armstrong et al. (2015) based on the maximum peak
in both our ACF and LS periodogram. Periods for a small number
of K2 Superblink stars have been presented previously also in the
following studies: survey in the Southern hemisphere using the All-
Sky Automated Survey (ASAS; Kiraga 2012, six stars), HATnet
survey in the Pleiades (Hartman et al. 2010, two stars), SuperWASP
survey in the Hyades and Pleiades (Delorme et al. 2011, one star),
Table 4. UV parameters derived from archival GALEX data. Errors on the
UV luminosities comprise also an assumed uncertainty of 20 per cent on the
distance.
EPIC ID NUV FUV log LaNUV log L
a
FUV
(mag) (mag) (erg s−1) (erg s−1)
201237257 19.95 ± 0.13 28.3 ± 0.2
201460770 21.89 ± 0.40 27.8 ± 0.3
201482319 20.17 ± 0.16 21.54 ± 0.48 27.6 ± 0.2 26.9 ± 0.3
201506253 21.20 ± 0.19 28.1 ± 0.2
201518346 21.16 ± 0.36 26.0 ± 0.2
201568682 21.07 ± 0.22 28.4 ± 0.2
201611969 21.85 ± 0.30 27.4 ± 0.2
201675315 20.95 ± 0.27 28.1 ± 0.2
201719818 19.14 ± 0.08 22.05 ± 0.47 28.5 ± 0.2 27.3 ± 0.3
201917390 20.20 ± 0.15 21.47 ± 0.38 27.9 ± 0.2 27.3 ± 0.2
201367065 21.41 ± 0.22 28.2 ± 0.2
201497866 21.28 ± 0.34 27.9 ± 0.2
201842163 20.02 ± 0.11 21.39 ± 0.29 28.2 ± 0.2 27.6 ± 0.2
201909533 18.45 ± 0.04 20.06 ± 0.12 28.6 ± 0.2 27.9 ± 0.2
204963027 19.86 ± 0.17 28.3 ± 0.2
204927969 20.18 ± 0.20 27.8 ± 0.2
204994054 20.70 ± 0.28 28.2 ± 0.2
206007536 19.99 ± 0.09 28.7 ± 0.2
206019392 20.07 ± 0.09 22.63 ± 0.42 26.4 ± 0.2 25.3 ± 0.2
206054454 21.44 ± 0.25 22.12 ± 0.46 27.7 ± 0.2 27.4 ± 0.3
206055065 19.87 ± 0.10 29.0 ± 0.2
206056832 21.45 ± 0.25 28.5 ± 0.2
206107346 19.02 ± 0.05 21.86 ± 0.30 28.2 ± 0.2 27.0 ± 0.2
206208968 18.89 ± 0.08 20.14 ± 0.21 28.2 ± 0.2 27.6 ± 0.2
206368165 22.54 ± 0.47 27.5 ± 0.3
206479389 21.57 ± 0.33 27.9 ± 0.2
206490189 21.96 ± 0.30 27.3 ± 0.2
210393283 21.57 ± 0.41 28.0 ± 0.3
210434976 20.18 ± 0.16 27.7 ± 0.2
210460280 20.76 ± 0.20 27.9 ± 0.2
210500368 21.80 ± 0.40 27.9 ± 0.3
210502828 20.49 ± 0.18 28.5 ± 0.2
210535241 21.75 ± 0.35 28.1 ± 0.2
210579749 19.58 ± 0.09 21.40 ± 0.40 27.9 ± 0.2 27.1 ± 0.2
210585703 21.97 ± 0.40 27.7 ± 0.3
210592074 20.33 ± 0.33 28.8 ± 0.2
210613397 19.69 ± 0.09 21.66 ± 0.39 28.8 ± 0.2 27.9 ± 0.2
210757663 21.65 ± 0.39 28.1 ± 0.3
210778181 20.30 ± 0.18 28.5 ± 0.2
211008819 18.81 ± 0.08 28.5 ± 0.2
211036776 21.08 ± 0.22 27.9 ± 0.2
aChromospheric excess luminosities after subtraction of the photospheric
contribution.
and from the compilation of Pizzolato et al. (2003, one star). They
are all in excellent agreement with our values derived from the K2
light curves. For the two stars we have in common with the HATNet
survey of field stars presented by Hartman et al. (2011), however,
we find strongly discrepant values for the periods: 16.1 d versus
39.0 d in Hartman et al. (2011) for EPIC-211107998 and 12.9 d
versus 0.86 d in Hartman et al. (2011) for EPIC-211111803. We
see no evidence in the K2 data for the period values determined by
Hartman et al. (2011).
All in all, a 73 per cent of the K2 Superblink sample shows
periodic variability on time-scales up to ∼100 d. Our period distri-
bution is shown in Fig. 9. Studies of rotation of M stars in the main
Kepler mission have come up with 63 per cent (McQuillan et al.
2013) and 81 per cent (McQuillan et al. 2014) of stars with detected
periods. These differences may reflect the different data sets (each
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Figure 9. Distribution of the 97 rotation periods determined for the K2
Superblink M star sample. The black histogram represents the full sample of
periods, and the overlaid green histogram the subsample of reliable periods
(flag ‘Y’).
K2 campaign provides a light curve corresponding to the length of
about one quarter of Kepler data) and detection methods (we use
sine-fitting in addition to ACF and periodograms). In particular, we
establish here in a relatively unbiased sample of M dwarfs periods
of ∼100 d and longer, in agreement with results from ground-based
studies (Irwin et al. 2011; Newton et al. 2016). The period distribu-
tion of the Kepler sample from McQuillan et al. (2013) shows a cut
at ∼65 d and McQuillan et al. (2014) explicitly limit their sample to
periods <70 d. Note, that McQuillan et al. (2013) have performed
the period search on individual Kepler Quarters which are of similar
duration as the K2 campaigns. In fact, we are able to detect such
long periods only thanks to the least-squares sine-fitting. We find
that ∼10 per cent of the periods are longer than 70 d. These would
not have been detected by the methods of McQuillan et al. (2013,
2014). An additional possible explanation for the absence of long-
period variables in McQuillan et al. (2013) – related to photometric
sensitivity – is presented in Section 7.3.
7.2 Rotation period and stellar mass
We present the newly derived rotation periods for the K2 Superblink
M star sample in Fig. 10 as a function of stellar mass together with
results for studies from the main Kepler mission. The sample of
McQuillan et al. (2013, black open circles) covered stars in the
mass range of 0.3–0.55 M selected based on the Teff and logg
values from the Kepler input catalogue (Brown et al. 2011). Subse-
quently, McQuillan et al. (2014, black dots) extended this study with
similar selection criteria to all stars with Teff < 6500 K. Among the
most notable findings of these Kepler studies was a bimodal period
distribution for the lowest masses, and an increasing upper enve-
lope of the period distribution for decreasing mass. While we have
too few objects to identify the bimodality, we confirm the upwards
trend in the longest periods detected towards stars with lower mass.
We are able to measure longer periods than McQuillan et al. (2013,
2014) because we add sine-fitting to the ACF and periodgram period
search methods; see Section 7.3 for a more detailed comparison of
the period detection techniques and their implications. The fact that
we measure periods in excess of ∼100 d only in stars with very low
mass (M ≤ 0.45 M) is interesting. If it is a real feature in the rota-
tional distribution, it suggests a change of the spin-down efficiency
at the low-mass end of the stellar sequence. Note, however, that the
stellar masses at which the upturn is seen to set in does not cor-
respond to the fully convective transition (∼0.35 M) where one
Figure 10. Period versus mass for the K2 Superblink M star sample (green
and red symbols for periods flagged ‘Y’ and ‘?’, respectively). Binaries are
marked with annuli (see Appendix B). Data from Kepler studies are plotted
as open circles (McQuillan et al. 2013) and black dots (McQuillan et al.
2014).
might expect some kind of ‘mode change’ in the dynamo. Also, we
cannot exclude that there are detection biases, e.g. the size and dis-
tribution of star-spots and their lifetimes could be mass-dependent
such that smaller and more quickly changing amplitudes are in-
duced in higher mass stars which would prevent us from detecting
very long periods in them. A more detailed investigation of these
features must be deferred to studies on a larger sample.
7.3 Activity diagnostics from K2 rotation cycles
We examine now various other diagnostics for rotation and activity
derived from the K2 data. These are listed together with the rotation
periods in Table 2.
The Rossby number (in column 5) is defined as R0 = Prot/τ conv,
where τ conv is the convective turnover time obtained from Teff us-
ing equation 36 of Cranmer & Saar (2011) and its extrapolation
to Teff < 3300 K. There is no consensus on the appropriate con-
vective turnover times for M dwarfs beyond the fully convective
boundary. As pointed out by Cranmer & Saar (2011), the extrapo-
lated values for late-M dwarfs (τ conv ∼ 60–70 d) are in reasonable
agreement with semi-empirical values derived by Reiners, Basri
& Browning (2009) but significantly lower than the predictions of
Barnes & Kim (2010). The Rossby number is a crucial indicator
of dynamo efficiency and is used in Section 7.7 for the description
of the rotation–activity relation. The parameters Rper (column 6)
and Sph (column 7) are measures for the variability in the K2 light
curve and are examined in this section. The amplitude of photo-
metric variability associated with star-spots is determined by the
temperature contrast between spotted and unspotted photosphere
and by the spot coverage, and may therefore, to first approximation,
be considered a measure for magnetic activity. Various photometric
activity indices characterizing the amplitude of Kepler light curves
have been used in the literature. Basri, Walkowicz & Reiners (2013)
have introduced the range of variability between the 5th and 95th
percentile of the observed flux values, Rvar. This definition is meant
to remove the influence of flares which are occasional events in-
volving only a small fraction of a given rotational cycle. To further
reduce the influence of outliers, we follow the modified definition of
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Figure 11. Period versus amplitude for the K2 Superblink M dwarf sample
(large, coloured circles) compared to the Kepler field M dwarfs from (Mc-
Quillan et al. 2013, small, black dots). For our K2 sample, we distinguish
reliable periods (green) and questionable periods (red). Banner on the right:
histogram of Rper for the full K2 Superblink star sample (solid line) and for
the subsample classified as non-periodic (flag ‘N’). As in the other figures,
binaries in our K2 Superblink sample are marked with large annuli.
McQuillan et al. (2013): Rper is the mean of the Rvar values measured
individually on all observed rotation cycles, expressed in percent.
Since in the course of our flare analysis we produce light curves
where flares and other outliers have been eliminated we could use
those ‘cleaned’ light curves for the analysis of the rotational variabil-
ity. This way we could avoid cutting the top and bottom 5 per cent
of the data points. We compute the difference between the full am-
plitudes measured on the ‘cleaned’ light curves and the Rper values
measured on the original light curves and find them to differ by
∼0.05 ± 0.05 dex in logarithmic space. This is negligible to the
observed range of amplitudes. In order to enable a direct compar-
ison to results from the literature, we prefer, therefore, to stick to
the Rper values derived from the original light curves. In Fig. 11, we
show the relation between Prot and Rper for the K2 Superblink M
stars compared to the much larger Kepler M dwarf sample of Mc-
Quillan et al. (2013). The distribution of the two samples is in good
agreement. In particular, there is a clear trend for stars with shorter
periods to have larger spot amplitudes. We examine this finding in
more detail below.
Fig. 11 also illustrates the difference between our results and
those of McQuillan et al. (2013) for the longest periods. (Note that
all K2 Superblink stars with periods inferred from sine-fitting have
only a lower limit to the variability amplitude Rper.) One reason for
the absence of long-period stars in McQuillan et al. (2013) could
be the larger distance of the Kepler stars which results in lower
sensitivity for small amplitudes, suggesting that Kepler can find
periods only in the more active stars likely to be rotating faster.
However, remarkably, the long-period stars in the K2 Superblink
M star sample seem to have larger spot amplitudes than stars with
lower periods (from ∼15 to 50 d). We recall again that we are able to
detect such long periods only on stars with clear sine-like variation
indicating the presence of a single dominating spot. Therefore, we
can only speculate that stars with periods 100 d and low spot
amplitude may exist but their more diffuse spot patterns or changes
on time-scales shorter than the rotation period yield a complex light
curve. If so, one can expect these stars among the ones classified
Figure 12. Magnetic activity indices defined by Mathur et al. (2014) versus
period for the K2 Superblink star sample, compared to the subsample of 34
Kepler field M dwarfs studied by (Mathur et al. 2014, black dots). Green
and red symbols represent periods flagged ‘Y’ and ‘?’, respectively. Filled
circles denote 〈Sph,k=5〉 values and open circles the Sph values. See the text
in Section 7.3 for details on the definition of these indices. Large annuli
mark binaries.
as non-periodic (flag ‘N’) by us. The bar on the right of Fig. 11
shows the distribution of Rper for all K2 Superblink M stars and
for the subsample to which we could not assign a period. There is
no clear preference of these latter ones towards small amplitudes,
and the above consideration does not allow us to conclude on their
periods. Constraining the range of spot amplitude of the slowest
rotators should be a prime goal of future studies on larger samples.
As described in Section 7.2, we find the longest periods exclusively
in very low mass stars. Therefore, the change in the distribution of
the Rper values for the slowest rotators – if truly existing – might be
a mass-dependent effect rather than related to rotation.
Mathur et al. (2014) defined the STD of the full light curve, Sph,
and 〈Sph, k〉, the mean of the STD computed for time intervals k ·
Prot. They found that for increasing k the index 〈Sph,k〉 approaches
Sph. This way they were able to show that roughly after five rotation
cycles (k = 5) the full range of flux variation is reached, and they
recommend 〈Sph,k=5〉 as measure of the global evolution of the vari-
ability. We compute Sph and 〈Sph,k=5〉 for the K2 Superblink M stars
and show the results in Fig. 12 versus the rotation periods; filled
circles represent 〈Sph,k=5〉 and open circles mark Sph. The sample
studied by Mathur et al. (2014) is also displayed (black dots for
their 〈Sph,k=5〉 values). That sample consists of 34 Kepler M stars
with 15 Quarters of continuous observations and Prot < 15 d from
the Kepler study of McQuillan et al. (2013). Our sample improves
the period coverage especially for P  12 d. The fact that there are
no very fast rotators in the sample studied by Mathur et al. (2014) is
probably a bias related to their sample selection. We find that stars
with short periods have systematically larger 〈Sph,k=5〉 index than
stars with P  10 d. The upper boundary of 15 d for the periods
in the Mathur et al. (2014) sample is imposed by their requirement
of covering at least five cycles. However, as explained above there
is no dramatic difference between 〈Sph,k=5〉 and Sph for a given star.
We verify this on the K2 Superblink M star sample by showing as
open circles their values Sph. The advantage of Sph is that we can
include in Fig. 12 the stars with P > 1/5 · t. We can see that
the pattern over the whole period range is very similar to that of
Fig. 11, i.e. both spot amplitude and STD of the light curve show a
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Figure 13. Top – flare amplitude versus rotation period: all flares are shown
and the range of flare amplitudes for a given star is made evident by marking
the largest and smallest flare on each star with different colours, red and blue,
respectively. Bottom - flare frequency versus rotation period: each star is
represented once. Binaries are highlighted in both panels with annuli.
dependence on rotation rate which seems to divide the stars in two
groups above and below P ∼ 10–12 d.
7.4 Activity diagnostics related to flares in K2 light curves
Our separate analysis of flares and rotation in the K2 light curves
enables us to relate flare activity to star-spot activity. Fig. 13 shows
the peak amplitudes of all flares defined with respect to the flattened
K2 light curve (top panel) and the flare frequency of all stars (bottom
panel) as function of the rotation period. A clear transition takes
place near Prot ∼ 10 d, analogous to the case of the spot activity
measures discussed in Section 7.3. While the absence of small flares
in fast rotators is determined by the noise level in the flattened light
curve (see Fig. 6), there is no bias against the detection of large
flares in slowly rotating stars. Note that our algorithm has lower
flare detection sensitivity for events on fast-rotating stars because
the presence of flares itself impacts on the quality of the smoothing
process used to identify the flares. Therefore, especially for the
stars with short periods, the number of flares observed per day
(Nflares/day) may represent a lower limit to the actual flare frequency.
Considering the limitations of the K2 LC data for flare statistics
(see discussion in Section 4.2), we do not put much weight on the
absolute numbers we derive for the flare rates. However, our results
Figure 14. STD of the flattened light curve excluding the outliers, as in
Fig. 6, shown here versus rotation period. Green symbols (period flag ‘Y’),
red symbols (period flag ‘?’). The clear transition between fast and slowly
rotating stars indicates that for fast rotators the origin of this ‘noise’ has an
astrophysical component. Binaries are highlighted with annuli.
are in very good agreement with a dedicated M dwarf flare study
based on SC (1 min) Kepler light curves. In particular, for the fast
rotators the range we show in Fig. 13 for the peak flare amplitudes
(∼0.01–0.5) and for the number of flares per day (∼0.05–0.2), are
similar to the numbers obtained by Hawley et al. (2014) for the
active M star GJ 1243 if only flares with duration of more than 1 h
are considered from that work.
7.5 Residual activity in K2 light curves
Above we have shown that both the spot cycle amplitude and the
flares display a distinct behaviour with rotation period. Here, we
examine the STD of the ‘flattened’ light curves, Sflat. As described
in Section 4.3, when measured without considering the outliers, this
parameter represents a measure for the noise after removal of the
rotation cycle and of the flares. We notice a marked trend of Sflat with
the rotation period (Fig. 14). A dependence of the noise level on the
brightness of the star is expected and demonstrated in Fig. 6, where
the lower envelope of the distribution increases towards fainter Kp
magnitude. However, the difference between the Sflat values seen
for slow and fast rotators in Fig. 14 is clearly unrelated to this effect
as there is no clustering of stars with large Sflat (and fast rotation)
at bright magnitudes in Fig. 6. The evidently bimodal distribution
with rapid rotators showing larger values of Sflat, therefore suggests
that there is a contribution to the ‘noise’ in the K2 photometry that
is astrophysical in origin.
The similarity of the period dependence seen in Sflat (Fig. 14), the
spot cycle (Figs 11 and 12) and the flares (Fig. 13) may indicate that
the ‘noise’ in the fastest rotators could be caused by unresolved spot
or flare activity. Many small flares, so-called nano-flares, as well as
many small and/or rapidly evolving spots can produce a seemingly
stochastic signal. These astrophysical noise sources seem to be
limited to fast rotators, while for slow rotators the spot contrast
drops below a constant minimum level of the variability which
might be identified as the photometric precision (see Section 4.3).
7.6 Photometric activity and binarity
In the relations between various activity indicators and rotation
period presented in the previous sections, binary stars that have a
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possible contribution to the rotational signal from the unresolved
companion star are highlighted. Strikingly, the binaries are mostly
associated with rotation periods below the transition between fast
and slow regimes that we have identified. In Fig. 14, this could be
taken as evidence that the presence of a companion increases the
noise in the K2 light curve. On the other hand, we have argued
above that the coincidence of the bimodality in Sflat, spot and flare
signatures with Prot points at a fundamental transition taking place
in these stars. We may speculate that binarity is responsible for
the observed dichotomy, e.g. by spinning up the star through tidal
interaction or by reducing angular momentum loss. The binary
fraction (BF) for the fast rotators (Prot < 10 d) is 8/19, i.e. 8 stars
out of 19 are known binaries. For slow rotators (Prot > 10 d) the
BF is 2/78. We calculate the 95 per cent confidence levels for a
binomial distribution and find the two samples to be significantly
different: BFfast = 0.42+0.67−0.20 and BFslow = 0.03+0.09−0.00. That said, we
caution that no systematic and homogeneous search for multiplicity
was done for these stars and our literature compilation (Section B)
may be incomplete.
7.7 The X-ray and UV activity–rotation relation
The activity–rotation relation is traditionally expressed using X-
rays, Ca II H&K and Hα emission as activity indicators. Measure-
ments of these diagnostics have historically been easiest to achieve
(Pallavicini et al. 1981; Noyes et al. 1984). Yet, as described in Sec-
tion 1, the dependence between magnetic activity and rotation has
remained poorly constrained for M stars. In Fig. 15, we present an
updated view using the X-ray data extracted from the archives and
the newly derived rotation periods from K2. We also add here, to
our knowledge for the first time for field M stars, UV emission as di-
agnostic of chromospheric activity in conjunction with photometric
rotation periods.
All but two of the 26 K2 Superblink stars with X-ray detection
have reliable rotation period measurement (flag ‘Y’). The first ex-
ception is EPIC-206019392 for which we find through sine-fitting
a period of ∼75 d. While there are no doubts on a periodic spot-
modulation, the slight deviations of its light curve from a sinusoidal
make the value for the period uncertain (therefore flagged ‘?’ in
Table 2). For the other case, EPIC-210500368, we cannot identify
a dominating period, yet the light curve shows a long-term trend
superposed on a variability with a time-scale of ∼10 d. Among
the NUV detections, we could establish the rotation period for
78 per cent (32/41), and 46 per cent (19/41) of them have a ‘reli-
able’ period. 9 of 11 FUV detected stars have a period measurement,
of which 7 are flagged ‘reliable’.
The parameters which best describe the connection between ac-
tivity and rotation are still a matter of debate (Reiners, Schu¨ssler
& Passegger 2014). We provide here plots for luminosity versus
rotation period (left-hand panels of Fig. 15) and for activity index
Li/Lbol with i = NUV, FUV, X versus Rossby number (right-hand
panels). First, it is clear that there is a decrease of the activity levels
in all three diagnostics (NUV, FUV, X-rays) for the slowest rota-
tors. While the sample of M stars with FUV detection and rotation
period measurement is still very small, a division in a saturated
and a correlated regime, historically termed the ‘linear’ regime, can
be seen in the relations involving NUV and X-ray emission. The
X-ray–rotation relation is still poorly populated for slow rotators,
and the turn-over point and the slope of the decaying part of the
relation cannot be well constrained with the current sample. Inter-
estingly, for the NUV emission the situation is reversed, in a sense
that more stars with NUV detection are found among slow rota-
tors. In terms of luminosity NUV saturation seems to hold up to
periods of ∼40 d, way beyond the critical period of ∼10 d iden-
tified to represent a transition in the behaviour of optical activity
indicators extracted from the K2 light curves (see Sections 7.3 and
7.4). On the other hand, the L′NUV/Lbol values are slightly decreased
with respect to the levels of the fastest rotators, and the active stars
around an ∼30–40 d period are all late-K to early-M stars. We also
caution that a large fraction of the slowly rotating NUV detected
stars have periods that we flagged as less reliable (red symbols
in Fig. 15).
In order to highlight eventual differences emerging at the fully
convective transition, we divide the stars in Fig. 15 into three SpT
groups represented by different plotting symbols. As far as the X-
ray emission is concerned, the two order of magnitude scatter in the
saturated part of the Lx versus Prot relation is clearly determined by
the SpT distribution, with cooler stars having lower X-ray luminosi-
ties for given period. This is a consequence of the mass dependence
of X-ray luminosity, and was already seen by Pizzolato et al. (2003)
for coarser bins of stellar mass representing an SpT range from G to
M. We have overplotted in the bottom panels of Fig. 15 the relation
derived by Pizzolato et al. (2003) for their lowest mass bin, M =
0.22–0.60 M (corresponding to SpT earlier than M2). It must be
noted that in Pizzolato et al. (2003) the linear regime was popu-
lated by only two stars of their sample and the saturated regime was
dominated by upper limits to Prot which were estimated from v sin i
measurements. Therefore, even our still limited K2 sample consti-
tutes a significant step forward in constraining the X-ray–rotation
relation of M dwarfs.
We determine the saturation level for all X-ray detections with
Prot < 10 d in the three SpT bins K7–M2, M3–M4, and M5–M6 and
for the whole sample with SpT from K7 to M6. The results are sum-
marized in Table 5. If we select the K2 Superblink M star subsample
in the same mass range studied by Pizzolato et al. (2003, M = 0.22–
0.60 M), we derive saturation levels of log Lx, sat [erg s−1] = 28.5
± 0.5 and log (Lx, sat/Lbol) = −3.3 ± 0.4, within the uncertainties
compatible with their results. We confirm results of previous stud-
ies that the saturation level for a sample with mixed SpT converges
to a much narrower distribution if log (Lx/Lbol) is used as activity
diagnostic (see Fig. 15 and last line in Table 5). There is marginal
evidence for the very low-mass stars (SpT M5–M6) to be underlu-
minous with respect to this level. However, this assertion is not yet
statistically sound according to the spread of the data (see STD in
Table 5) and two-sample tests carried out with ASURV (Feigelson
& Nelson 1985) indicate that the log (Lx/Lbol) values of the three
SpT subgroups may be drawn from the same parent distributions
(p-values >10 per cent). It has been widely acknowledged that the
activity levels show a drop for late-M dwarfs (e.g. West et al. 2008;
Reiners et al. 2012), but an investigation of whether and how this is
related to Prot has come into reach only now with the large number
of periods that can be obtained from planet transit search projects.
Using rotation periods from the MEarth programme, West et al.
(2015) showed that the average LH α/Lbol ratio for fast rotators (Prot
< 10–20 d) decreases by a factor 2 for late-M dwarfs (SpT M5–
M8) compared to early-M dwarfs (SpT M1–M4). Whether a distinct
regime exists in which Hα activity correlates with Prot could not be
established in that study. The X-ray and UV detections we present
in this paper also do not adequately sample the regime of long pe-
riods. We refrain here from fitting that part of the rotation–activity
relation because our upcoming Chandra observations together with
the larger sample of periods that will be available for Superblink
M stars at the end of the K2 mission will put us in a much better
position to address this issue.
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Figure 15. K2 rotation periods combined with archival NUV (top), FUV (middle) and X-ray (bottom) data for the campaign C0–C4 Superblink M stars. In
the left-hand panels, luminosities versus rotation period, in the right-hand panels activity indices versus Rossby number. Periods flagged ‘?’ are shown in red,
unresolved binaries are represented with large annuli.
7.8 Activity and rotation of planet host stars
Being bright and nearby, the K2 Superblink stars have special impor-
tance for planet search studies. In fact, at the time of writing of this
paper two of our targets already have confirmed planets discovered
by the K2 mission. K2–3 is a system comprising three super-Earths
confirmed through RV monitoring, with the outer planet orbiting
close to the inner edge of the habitable zone (EPIC-201367065 ob-
served in campaign C 1); see Crossfield et al. (2015) and Almenara
et al. (2015). K2-18 (EPIC-201912552, also observed in C 1) has a
∼2 R⊕ planet which was estimated to receive 94 ± 21 per cent of the
Earth’s insolation (Montet et al. 2015). Both host stars are prime
targets for characterization studies of the planetary atmospheres
Table 5. X-ray saturation level for M dwarfs determined for X-ray detected
stars with Prot < 10 d.
SpT N log Lx, sat log (Lx, sat/Lbol)
(erg s−1)
K7–M2 5 29.2 ± 0.4 −3.0 ± 0.4
M3–M4 7 28.6 ± 0.3 −3.1 ± 0.2
M5–M6 4 27.9 ± 0.5 −3.5 ± 0.4
K7–M6 16 28.7 ± 0.6 −3.2 ± 0.4
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through transit spectroscopy. Thus, the analysis of their stellar ac-
tivity is a necessary step towards a global physical description of
these systems.
Another two stars from our K2 Superblink sample have planet
candidates presented by Vanderburg et al. (2016). These objects are
not yet verified by RV measurements. Our analysis shows that for
both systems the stellar rotation is not synchronized with the planet
orbital period (Porb = 1.8 d and Prot = 17.9 d for EPIC-203099398
and Porb = 14.6 d and Prot = 22.8 d for EPIC-205489894, respec-
tively).
8 D ISC U SSION
We present here the first full flare and rotation period analysis for
a statistical sample of K2 light curves. Our target list of bright and
nearby M dwarfs represents a benchmark sample for exoplanet stud-
ies and will be thoroughly characterized by Gaia in the near future.
Knowledge of the magnetic activity of these stars is of paramount
importance given the potential impact it has on exoplanets. At the
moment a planet is detected, the high-energy emission of any given
K2 target and its variability becomes a prime interest (see e.g.
Schlieder et al. 2016, for a recent example). With the study presented
here and future analogous work on the remaining K2 campaigns we
anticipate such concerns.
Our primary aim here is to understand the stellar dynamo and
angular momentum evolution at the low-mass end of the stellar
sequence through a study of relations between magnetic activity and
rotation. We characterize activity with a multiwavelength approach
involving archival X-ray and UV observations as well as parameters
extracted directly from the K2 light curves which describe spot
amplitudes and flares. This way we provide a stratified picture of
magnetic activity from the corona over the chromosphere down to
the photosphere. To our knowledge this is the first time that the
link with photometrically determined rotation periods is made for a
well-defined sample of M stars over such a broad range of activity
diagnostics. Yet, as of today, only about 25 per cent of the M dwarfs
with K2 rotation periods have a meaningful X-ray measurement,
and this percentage is even lower for the NUV and FUV bands.
Dedicated X-ray and UV follow-up of these objects can provide the
ultimate constraints on the M dwarf rotation–activity relation.
Visual inspection of the K2 light curves shows that there is not
a single non-variable star in this sample of 134 M dwarfs. We can
constrain rotation periods in 73 per cent of them. The distribution
of rotation periods we find for our sample is in general agreement
with studies from the main Kepler mission with much larger but less
well-characterized M star samples (McQuillan et al. 2013, 2014).
Contrary to these studies we find long periods up to ∼100 d, thanks
to our complementary use of direct sine-fitting as period detection
method next to ACF and LS periodograms. We detect such long
periods only in the lowest mass stars (M ≤ 0.4 M). In this respect,
our results resemble those obtained by Irwin et al. (2011) and New-
ton et al. (2016) based on the MEarth programme where sine-fitting
yielded many long periods. However, unlike that project our sam-
ple includes also early-M type stars and, therefore, it has allowed
us to establish that there is a dearth of long-period detections in
early-M dwarfs. Until corroborated by a larger sample, we can only
speculate whether this is due to the evolution of spin-down history
across the stellar mass sequence or whether it results from a change
in spot pattern and related changes in the detection capabilities for
the associated periods.
The low cadence of the K2 light curves allows us to detect only
the flares with duration ≥1 h, and due to this sparse sampling we
refrain from a detailed analysis of flare statistics. Yet, we find an un-
precedented link between flares and stellar rotation. The distribution
of flare amplitudes and flare frequencies shows a clear transition at
Prot ∼ 10 d. The large flares seen in stars rotating faster than this
boundary are absent in slow rotators although there is no detec-
tion bias against them. The smaller flares on slow rotators have no
counterparts in the fast rotators but such events – if present – would
likely be undetectable. We find the same bimodality between fast
and slow rotators in the noise level (Sflat) of the residual light curves
after the rotational signal, flares and other ‘outliers’ are subtracted
off. The residual variability seen in the fast rotators is significantly
and systematically larger than in the slow rotators with a divid-
ing line at Prot ∼ 10 d. These new findings can now be added to
the rotation-dependence of the spot cycle amplitude (Rper) already
known from the above-mentioned Kepler studies. A cut exists at the
same period of ∼10 d with faster rotating stars showing larger am-
plitudes of the rotation cycle. These similarities lead us to speculate
that the ‘noise’ (i.e. the high values of Sflat) seen in the fast rotators
is produced by smaller or fast-changing spots or by microflares that
cause seemingly random variations.
The observed dichotomy in photometric activity levels between
fast and slow rotators points to a rotation-dependent rapid transition
in the magnetic properties of the photospheres in M dwarfs. In fact,
an analogous sharp transition is observed in some numerical dy-
namo models at R0, l ∼ 0.1, where R0, l is the ‘local Rossby number’
(e.g. Schrinner, Petitdemange & Dormy 2012). Assuming this theo-
retical Rossby number corresponds with its empirical definition (see
Section 7.3), this corresponds roughly to our observed critical period
of ∼10 d. In the simulations, for R0, l > 0.1 (slow rotators) the dipo-
lar component of the dynamo collapses giving way to a multipolar
dynamo regime. Gastine et al. (2013) have compared these predic-
tions to the magnetic field structure inferred from ZDI of M dwarfs.
Such observations are time-consuming and they require substantial
modelling effort, and the samples tend to be biased towards fast ro-
tators. When interpreted in terms of the above-mentioned models,
our results suggest photometric rotation and activity measures as
a new window for observational studies of dynamo flavours in M
dwarfs. However, it must be questioned whether these diagnostics,
which represent activity on the stellar surface, are sensitive to the
large-scale component of the magnetic field.
The transition seen in star-spots and white-light flares also cor-
responds approximately to the period where previous studies of the
X-ray–rotation relation have placed the transition from the ‘satu-
rated’ to the ‘linear’ regime (e.g. Pizzolato et al. 2003). Different
explanations have been put forth for this finding involving the filling
factor for active regions, the size of coronal loops or the dynamo
mechanism. Observationally, those studies have so far shown clear
rotation–activity trends only for higher mass stars. We extend the
X-ray–rotation relation here to well-studied M stars. With our data
set we can, for the first time, refine the study of X-ray emission
from field M dwarfs in the saturated regime (fast rotation) in bins
spanning spectral subclasses and we find a continuous decrease of
the saturation level Lx towards later SpT which can be understood
in terms of the mass dependence of X-ray luminosity. The tenta-
tive evidence that the saturated stars in the coolest mass bin (SpT
M5–M6) have lower Lx/Lbol than the K7–M4 type stars is not statis-
tically solid yet. If confirmed on a larger sample this might represent
a change at the fully convective transition, whether due to magnetic
field strength or structure, or its coupling to rotation (i.e. the stellar
dynamo). It is by now well established that there is a sharp drop of
X-ray and Hα activity at late-M SpT (∼ M7–M8; e.g. West et al.
2008; Cook, Williams & Berger 2014) but for mid-M SpT, so far,
X-ray studies have not been resolved in both Prot and SpT space
together. If, e.g. late-M stars remain saturated up to longer periods,
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the decrease of the saturation level may go unnoticed in samples
mixing the whole rotational distribution.
We add in this study the first assessment of a link between rotation
and chromospheric UV emission in M stars. Similar to the archival
X-ray data, the UV data (from the GALEX mission) covers only a
fraction of the K2 sample. A curious wealth of stars with high UV
emission levels and long periods is seen that seems to be in contrast
with the findings regarding all other activity indicators discussed in
this work.
Finally, our archive search for evidence of multiplicity in our
targets raises an interesting point about the possible influence of
multiplicity on rotation and activity levels. We find a high incidence
of binarity in the group of fast rotators below the critical period at
which magnetic activity apparently transitions to a lower level. The
difference between the BF of fast and slow rotators is statistically
significant. Given the rather large binary separations (of tens to
hundreds of astronomical units) this is puzzling because no tidal
interaction is expected for such wide systems. Nevertheless, we can
speculate about a possible causal connection between binarity and
rotation level. It is well established that wide companions accelerate
the evolution of pre-main-sequence discs (e.g. Kraus et al. 2012).
Shorter disc lifetimes translate into a shorter period of star–disc
interaction and, hence, one may expect higher initial rotation rates
on the main sequence for binary stars (Herbst & Mundt 2005). As
a result, it may take binaries longer to spin-down. Alternatively, we
could be seeing the mass-dependence of magnetic braking. With
our low-number statistics, we cannot draw any firm conclusions.
Note, however, that a relation between fast rotation and binarity,
independent of stellar mass, was also found in a recent K2 study of
the Hyades (Douglas et al. 2016).
9 SU M M A RY A N D O U T L O O K
From a joint rotation and multiwavelength activity and variability
study of nearby M dwarfs observed in K2 campaigns C0–C4 we
infer a critical period of ∼10 d at which photometric star-spot and
flare activity undergoes a dramatic change. This transition is coin-
cident with the break separating saturated from ‘linear’ regime seen
in traditional studies of the rotation–activity relation probing higher
atmospheric layers (e.g. the corona through X-rays or the chromo-
sphere through Hα emission). We present here an updated view of
the X-ray–rotation relation for M dwarfs. The sample analysed in
this work has strongly increased the known number of long-period
M dwarfs in the X-ray–rotation relation. Nevertheless, at present
there is not enough sensitive data in the X-ray archives to constrain
the X-ray–rotation relation for periods beyond ∼10 d. A key ques-
tions is now whether the coronal emission of M dwarfs displays
a break-point analogous to the optical photometric activity tracers
or whether there is a continuous decrease of activity as seen in
FGK stars. This problem will be addressed in the near future with
upcoming Chandra observations in which we sample the whole
observed K2 rotation period distribution. We will also further ex-
amine the UV–rotation relation in the larger M dwarf sample that
will be available at the end of the K2 mission. Moreover, in that
larger sample we intend to search for a possible mass dependence
of the rotation–activity relation within the M spectral sequence. A
systematic assessment of multiplicity for these nearby M stars with
Gaia will also be useful for examining the influence of a companion
star on rotation and activity levels.
The observed dichotomy between fast and slow rotators in terms
of their magnetic activity level might have interesting consequences
for habitability of planets near M stars being fried by flares and
high-energy radiation until they have spun down to around 10 d.
The time-scale for this process is as yet poorly constrained but
certainly on the order of giga years, and it becomes longer the
lower the mass of the star (West et al. 2008). Segura et al. (2010)
found in models based on AD Leo that UV flares do not strongly
affect planet chemistry but the accumulated effect of the exposure
to strong flaring over most of the planet’s lifetime has not been
studied so far.
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S U P P O RT I N G IN F O R M AT I O N
Additional Supporting Information may be found in the online ver-
sion of this article.
Table 1. Target list for K2 Campaign C0–C4 with stellar parameters.
Table 2. Rotation and activity parameters derived from the K2 light
curves.
Appendix A. Phase-folded light curves.
Figure A1. Folded K2 light curves with period flag ‘Y’ in Table 2.
Figure A2. Folded K2 light curves with period flag ‘?’ in Table 2.
(http://www.mnras.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/
mnras/stw1936/-/DC1).
Please note: Oxford University Press is not responsible for the
content or functionality of any supporting materials supplied by
the authors. Any queries (other than missing material) should be
directed to the corresponding author for this article.
A P P E N D I X A : PH A S E - F O L D E D L I G H T
C U RV E S
In the online materials, we present the phase-folded light curves
for all periodic stars in two figures, one for periods flagged ‘Y’
(Fig. A1) and another one for periods flagged ‘?’ (Fig. A2). For
each star the light curve was folded with the ‘adopted’ period, i.e.
either the LS period, the autocorrelation period (ACF) or the period
from the sine-fit (SINE); see Section 4.4 for details.
A P P E N D I X B : SE A R C H F O R B I NA R I T Y
We search all K2 Superblink stars for archival evidence of binarity.
We proceed in several steps. First, we perform a visual inspection
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of POSS1_RED and POSS2_RED photographic plates by using the
online Digitized Sky Survey (DSS) and the interactive tools of Al-
adin. Epochs of each pair of plates are separated by up to ∼40 yr,
with the most recent plates obtained in the 1990s. Comparison of
the two epochs can help in identifying possible blends in the K2
photometry. Specifically, we examine if the targets significantly ap-
proached other stars due to their proper motion. Then, we search for
photometric and astrometric information of each possible contam-
inant by matching the UCAC4 and 2MASS catalogues in Vizier.
Taking into account that the K2 pixel scale is ∼4 arcsec pixel−1, for
those cases with possible blends we check the K2 imagettes and
the photometric mask produced and used by A.Vanderburg in the
reduction of the K2 data10 to estimate visually the occurrence of
blending and its significance. For each target, the inspected imagette
represents the sum of all the single imagettes recorded by K2 during
a campaign. From our experience such merged imagettes are usually
affected by the shift on the sensor of the photometric centroid due
to pointing drift of the telescope. The photometric masks are wide
enough to take into account the drift of the centroids, making any
quantitative analysis of blending with other astrophysical objects
rather difficult and beyond the scope of this work. We also search
the Washington Double Star catalogue (WDS) for information about
binarity including subarcsec separations, which cannot be detected
simply by visual inspection of the photographic plates or matching
with other catalogues. For binaries in the WDS, we adopt the visual
magnitude difference between the components indicated in the cat-
alogue, when available and other photometric measurements were
missing.
With this approach, we find evidence for a companion for 25
stars. However, many of the secondaries have a J magnitude which
is more than 4 mag fainter than our target. These secondaries con-
tribute at most a few per cent to the flux of the system. They are
unlikely to be responsible for the observed rotational signal, and we
10 https://www.cfa.harvard.edu/∼avanderb/k2.html
do not consider them any further. We list the remaining potential
companions in Table B1. These objects have either a J magnitude
difference of <4 mag with respect to the corresponding K2 target, or
a small separation according to the WDS catalogue without known
photometry, or both. Next to an identifier for the putative compan-
ion (column 3) we provide the binary separation (column 4), the
epoch to which it refers (column 5), the J magnitude or a magni-
tude difference between the two components according to the WDS
(columns 6–7), and flags indicating how we identify it (through
visual inspection of photographic plates, as entry in the WDS, or in
the K2 imagette; columns 8–10). In a final ‘Notes’ column and in
footnotes we add further explanations where needed.
The most important fact to note concerns the binary Gl 852 AB.
Both stars are in our target list (EPIC-206262223 and EPIC-
206262336) but they are clearly unresolved in A.Vanderburg’s K2
pipeline. In fact, the light curves of both stars are identical because
the aperture comprises an elongated object, clearly representing the
two stars of the 8 arcsec binary. We also add a special note here on
EPIC-204927969. Our inspection of the K2 imagette shows that the
aperture used by Vanderburg includes other objects but our recon-
struction of the light curve without the contaminated pixels proved
that the rotational modulation is due to the target. Other possible
contaminations to be taken serious regard the companions that have
J < 10 mag. There are two such objects listed in Table B1. Another
three K2 Superblink stars have companions with J < 12.5 mag
which might contribute somewhat to the variability in the light
curve. Further three multiples are presented in the literature, one
spectroscopic binary and two close visual binaries. For the remain-
ing objects in Table B1 we find no photometric measurements, and
they are likely faint and may not influence the K2 light curves. All
stars in Table B1 are flagged on the figures involving periods and
activity measures from K2 data.
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